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• **MULTI-ASPECT SENTIMENT ANALYSIS:** Takes into account multiple, potentially related aspects often discussed within a single review.
  – e.g., food, service and ambiance for a restaurant review.
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  – We consider 4.
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• **Segmented Topic Model (Du et al., 2010):**
  – Each *review* is generated from a distribution over *aspects*.
  – Each *sentence* is generated from a distribution over *aspects*.
  – Pitman-Yor Process.
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• Multi-grain LDA (Titov and McDonald, 2008):
  – Each *sentence* is generated from a distribution over *global* topics and *local* aspects:
    • e.g., 10% Vancouver (global *topic*), 30% food, service and ambiance (local *aspects*).
Approach / Models

- (a) LDA.
- (b) Local LDA.
- (c) MG-LDA.
- (d) STM.
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• Seed words:
  – Food: *food, chicken, beef, steak*.
  – Service: *service, staff, waiter, reservation*.
  – Ambiance: *ambiance, atmosphere, room, experience*.
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